
How writers make money
There is one very serious misconception as to who the writer should work “in the world.” By the 
way, the fact that the writer must work somewhere, go to the service is not discussed at all. This is 
understandable a priori. So: who should work as a writer?

Only by no means a translator, a journalist or a literary editor in a magazine. The point is that in his 
spare time from writing, the writer DOES NOT WRITE. Otherwise, he will go crazy. And if he 
doesn’t go crazy, then he definitely won’t be a writer. Could it be better?

More precisely, here's how. In his service, the writer should be engaged in such work, in which you 
do not need to think much and hard, otherwise, God forbid, also draw letters. Anything to work as a 
loader in a port, to work at a construction site, to make unicorns, to catch butterflies just do not 
engage in intellectual labor associated with sedentary work and mental stress.

Then the writer has a hunger, a real hunger for the culture and creation of the Word. And then, 
coming home from work, he rushes to write. A lot of people, even those not related to creativity, 
live like this: they work for six months, and the next six months, eating the money they earn, do 
what the soul asks for. So worked, for example, a budding poet Joseph Brodsky. For the whole 
summer, starting in May, he went to the geological party, and then all winter he was engaged in self-
education and creativity.

Another thing is the prevailing poets and writers. They can engage in teaching (a little), write 
copyright columns in a newspaper, broadcast on TV. Everything, mind you, in the singular. But to 
begin even with this young talent is contraindicated.

Literary Institute, awards and parties
May I confine myself to a short answer? Do not do, do not strive, do not go. This is unfashionable. 
It does not bring any benefit. It does not make any money.

What is gravity?
Gravity - this is the name of the stream of copyright manuscripts received by publishers. As a rule, 
the fate of such manuscripts is sad - they are not printed, reviewed, or returned. It makes sense to 
contact the publisher only when the director of the publisher is your friend. And then, this does not 
guarantee you circulation income and substantial fees.

Online Writers
Everyone is talking about how the Internet saved aspiring writers. And indeed it is. Blogging and LJ
are a way to express themselves not only for fools, but also for those who really have something to 
say to the world in good Russian. Especially if you know how to work in a small genre - an essay, a 
story, a short story. And also if you write poetry. In the ocean of graphomania, your talented voice 
will certainly be heard. And the fashion for bloggers who are perceived today as the most relevant 
newsmakers will make journalists pay attention to you and invite you to an interview. And there, the
publishers will sign a contract with you.

https://www.essayhave.com/team.html


Chukchi is not a reader - Chukchi is a writer.
If you do not read anything, then you have nothing to do in the craft of writing. I’ll make a 
reservation right away, it’s not about reading my contemporaries. They just can not be read. For 
contemporaries, the above proverb is correct. You need to read the classics. Firstly, because it 
contains strategic reserves of competent and rich speech. Secondly, because the writer must be able 
to distance himself from his time, otherwise he will turn into a journalist of the regional short run. 
Well, in general, writing is a craft, and here, as in any other craft, the workshop apprentice must 
undergo training from the Master — whether he likes it or not.

When Vanka Zhukov was sent from the village to the city for training as a shoemaker, he also did 
not like to swing the hostess's baby and get herring in the face. And on the other hand, who would 
trust a village savage with undeveloped fine motor skills to cut pieces of expensive leather? 
Discipleship must be accepted with humility - therefore, read the classics, even if it is difficult for 
you. And start already with Bunin - Bunin is a matanalysis for those who want to write in Russian: 
difficult and unbearable, but necessary.

If you have already concluded a contract with the publisher.
I contribute optimism. Publishers know one tricky rule: feeding the reader with the same surnames 
is not possible. Therefore, publishers are always in search. In addition, if you are not a 
graphomaniac, and your text will be liked by the editor who read it, then you will certainly be 
invited to a conversation. And now the print run is printed. Immediately upset - they will throw you.
The circulation will be more than indicated on the cover of the book. You will not see the 
difference. And this is only one way to not pay extra to the author. But to pay you will still get paid. 
How many?

The author receives 10% of the total profit from the circulation. In real money, this is five rubles 
from the sold copy of the book - this is the average temperature in the hospital. Moreover, the 
calculations are made from the selling price of the publisher - and not from the price at which the 
book is sold in the store. And the selling price of the publisher, of course, is lower.
As a result, for a written book as a novice author you will receive from 500 to 600 dollars 
maximum. And that’s it.

In addition, the publisher will ask you to write a sequel in order to make a brand out of your name 
and to accustom the reader to it. That is why, if you are a typical author of one book, they will not 
even want to talk to you. Write two, or even three, parts at once. Write a book in three parts. And 
feed the tiger piece by piece.

There are very few well-written and even just literate people. And every year it’s getting smaller. 
Therefore, you have a chance.

• Essay writer official website  
• What if I don’t have time for you to write my essay for me?  
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